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    How to Wire a Light Bar on a Jeep?

    

    Before earning quite the fame in the world of off-road vehicles, Jeep was known for the four-wheel-drive reconnaissance cars they built for the United States Army in World War II. One common modification most Jeep owners get is the light bar. Installing a... [read more]

    
  


  
    Why does coolant come in different colors? Can I fix them?

    

    Many car owners don't think twice about coolant, much alone stress about what can happen if the improper coolant is ever used. ContentsThe Various Coolant ColorsWhat are the advantages of using a coolant?Why Is... [read more]

    
  


  
    What Does the "Car and Lock Symbol Light" Mean on Dashboard?

    

    Modern automobiles have dashboards fitted with dials as well as an array of flashing lights. These flashing lights somehow illuminate and awake the inattentive drivers. These alerting lights are usually not a c... [read more]

    
  


  
    Walkie Talkie VS CB Radio VS Ham Radio: See the Differences

    

    In this writing piece, we will talk about the three types of portable radios. They are the Walkie, Talkie, CB Radio, and the Ham Radio. Those three types of radios seem to be similar at a glance. But from a technical perspective, they aren’t the same thin... [read more]

    
  


  
    Can You Use Regular Oil after Synthetic Oil?

    

    There are a lot of myths and misconception surrounding this particular question. One party argues with the biblical allusion that “you can’t put new wine into old wineskin.” They back their argument with the superiority synthetic oil holds over regular oi... [read more]

    
  


  
    What Are The Different Types of Oil Filters?

    

    Motor oil is the driving force behind your engine’s life. It protects your car’s engine and enhances its performance and productivity. However, on its way through your engine, the oil gathers organic and inorganic impurities that can ruin your engine, bri... [read more]

    
  


  
    Train Vs. Car

    

    Train accidents are less common than typical car accidents, but they are worth discussing because of the potential for catastrophic consequences. Trains move with significant force due to their weight and the s... [read more]

    
  


  
    Synthetic Winch Rope vs. Steel Cable: The Facts to learn!

    

    Over the years, the comparison between these two has created a heated debate. Initially, the steel cable had a monopoly in the market. However, it’s glory was dimmed shortly after the invention of the Synthetic Winch Rope in the ’90s. Most enthusiasts see... [read more]

    
  


  
    Does Synthetic Oil Clean Sludge?

    

    Are you annoyed about having to address engine sludge issues at every oil change? No matter how careful you try to be with your driving, engine sludge is an issue that’ll keep coming back. If you’re looking to fix the engine sludge problem, flushing the e... [read more]

    
  


  
    What Are the Symptoms of Bad Spark Plugs and How Often to Replace?

    

    Spark plugs are an essential part of vehicles, which determines the performance of the vehicle more significantly than you can imagine. And that is why you should not take the importance of these devices lightly. You should pay attention to these from tim... [read more]
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